
SPECIALTY SPRAYING SYSTEMS 

The Low Impact, High Reach Spraying System is a sort wash system ideal r01' cleaning surfaces 
that are not tolerant to the lmp8(;t or a high pressure washer. Simply drop the Chemical hose Into your
tank of solution. even Chlorine, and you are ready to go. Reach rooftops and walls rrom the ground up 
to 40' wilhout the use of ladders saving time and increasing worker"s safety. It uses two 6 volt baUeries
and is compact making this a great addition to your wash rig. Includes 2so· hose on stainless reel, 
trigger gun valve and 24" wand. Part# AC110 
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Need to clean a dirty roof? Attach this Roof Cleaner to  a hot or cold 
pressure washer (up to 175°F) to remove algae. mildew, and dirt streaks 
from a roof. Constructed of rust res istant stainless steel with an aluminum
spray bar to ensure a long tire of use, even in corrosive environments. 
Includes a pressure reduclion valve, pressure gauge. non-marking wheels. 
and a ball valve to shut orr water. Wheel widlh and height are adjustable, 
without tools, ror maximum Impact on a variety of roof styles. 
24· deck width, Max 4000ps1, 6gpm Part# ANTR1 

WATER RECOVERY ACCESSORIES 

Tum your pressure washer into a sludge, slurry or waler evacuation tool, 
Pressure energy of spray rrom pressure washer wand creates suction that pulls 
water. up to 87gpm, through a heavy wall discharge hose. The Hydro Tek muck 
scupper connects to existing 1/.' pressure waSher wand quick connect coupler, no 
other toots required. Ideal tor clean out or sump pits, draining a fountain or pond, 
and flood cleanup. Part# ANS04 or ANS55
��For a video, scroll down at http://www.hydrotek.us/accessories-videol

Protecting storm drains from wash water run-oll ls important to mobile waSh contractors. Using berms
is the simplest way redirect wastewater. To conlain and recover the wash water. arrange sand tube
berms (available in 2', 6', 10') and place a vacuum scupper attachment or Hydro Vacuum Arch (#ATP40} 
to vacuum the water run-off. 
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